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Abstract 

Increasing interest in commercializing functional nanostructured devices heightened 

the need for cost effective scale-up manufacturing approaches for nanostructures. 

Diamond turning using multi-tip single crystal diamond tools is a new promising 

approach to the fabrication of micro/nano structures. In this paper, a serial of 

nanometric face cutting trails on copper using multi-tip nanoscale diamond tools has 

been carried out to indentify the nanomanufacturing capacity of this technique under 

different cutting conditions. The dependency between processing parameters and the 

surface integrity of the machined nanostructures are discussed. Moreover, large scale 

molecular dynamics (MD) nanometric cutting model is developed to simulate the 

nanostructures generation process. The simulation results well reveals the material 

removal mechanism and explains why structure defects are more likely to be formed 

in the cases of large depth of cut and high cutting speed observed in experiments. 

  

1. Introduction 

Fabrication of periodic micro/nano structures has drawn great interest in recent years 

due to their applications in diverse research fields including optics and electronics, 

solar energy, cell biology, bioengineering and medical science [1-3]. Diamond 

turning using multi-tip single crystal diamond tools is a new promising approach to 

the fabrication of micro/nano structures by directly replicating nanostructures pre-

fabricated on the tip of diamond tool onto work substrate surfaces [1, 3]. Owing to 
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the unprecedented merits of high throughput, one-step, highly flexible precision 

capabilities, diamond turning using multi-tip nanoscale diamond tools has led to the 

hope for breaking the technical bottleneck for scale-up. Recently even nano-gratings 

with pitch of hundreds of nanometers can be generated by this technique while using 

nanoscale mult-tip diamond tools (with tool tip width 150 nm) [1]. Nevertheless, the 

formation mechanism of the nanostructures as well as the relationship between the 

processing parameters and the integrity and accuracy of nanostructures replicated on 

work substrate remain unclear, which has become a significant barrier to realise the 

deterministic nanomanufacturing capability of this technique.  

Therefore, the presented paper reports a serial of nanometric face cutting tests on 

copper substrate using multi-tip nanoscale diamond tool involving 15 different 

cutting conditions. Besides the nanometric cutting trails, molecular dynamic (MD) 

simulations results providing the atomic insights of nanostructures formation process 

has been presented and discussed in the subsequent sections.  

 

2. Experimental setup 

As shown in Fig. 1, a series of face cutting tests on copper substrate using a four-tip 

tool (rake angle of 0°, clearance angel of 10°, tip height of 600 nm, tip width of 

150 nm with a cutting edge radius being 40 nm) were carried out. Three cutting speed 

were used (0.03 m/s, 0.12 m/s, 0.18m/s) involving depth of cut varying from 100 nm 

to 500 nm with an increment of 100 nm. The machined nanostructure patterns were 

measured by a Scanning Electron Microscope (FEI Quanta3D FEG).  

 

 

 

 

    (a)                                               (b)                                (c) 

Figure 1: Ultra precision face cutting of copper using nanoscale multi-tip tools. 

(a) SEM image of multi-tip tool (b) Face cutting (c) Nanostructures obtained. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1  Nanomanufacturing capacity 

As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, tremendously high nanomanufacturing capacity of 

diamond turning using multi-tip nanoscale diamond tool was identified. Nano-

grooves were successfully generated on copper surface under continuously facing 

cutting operation. However, the shape and surface quality is degraded with the depth 

of cut (as shown in Fig. 2). A maximum depth of cut for a single pass was found at 

200 nm (cutting speed at 0.03 m/s). Surface burr and structure defects are observed 

when depth of cut is larger than 400 nm. Moreover, SEM images of nano-grooves 

machined at different cutting speeds are shown in Fig. 3 suggesting that material side 

flow increases with the cutting speed, and thus results in low surface quality. No 

observation of significant wear marks on the cutting tool after 1 km of cutting length. 

 

 

 

3.2  Molecular dynamics simulation  

MD simulation models for the nanometric cutting using multi-tip diamond tool were 

developed as shown in Fig. 4. The cutting tool is applied along the minus X direction 

at a constant speed of 200m/s with depth of cut varying from 2 nm, 2.5 nm, and to 3 

nm. To be briefly, the simulation results are selected and directly present here. As 

evident from Fig. 4 (c) and Fig. 5, during nanometric cutting process, the plastic flow 

Figure 3: SEM images of nano-gratings machined at different cutting speed 

(depth of cut = 200nm, feed rate 4 μm/re). (a) 0.03 m/s (b) 0.12 m/s (c) 0.18 m/s. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 2: SEM images of nano-gratings machined at different depth of cut 

with cutting speed at 0.03 m/s. (a) 100nm (b) 200nm (c) 300nm (d) 400nm. 
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of material between tool tips tends to move up due to the dislocation pile-ups beneath 

the tool tips [2]. When the static friction force between inner side of tool tip and the 

workpiece is large enough, adhesion slip occurs and results in structure defects 

between tool tips. Large the depth of cuts and high cutting speeds will apparently 

result in large friction forces and high cutting heats, which will facilitate the plastic 

flow and thus lead to the structure damages between tool tips. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, the nano manufacturing capacity of using multi-tip nanoscale diamond 

tool has been investigated in conjunction with MD simulations. Tremendously high 

production capacity of this technique has been demonstrated. Although it is not 

possible to have qualitative comparison to the experimental measurement, the MD 

simulation allows the atomistic insight into the material behavior responsible to the 

formation of processing defect when large depth of cut and cutting speed used. 
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Figure 5: Cross-section view of dislocation for different depths of cut used. Cyan 

and blue atoms represent particle dislocation and stacking fault, respectively. 
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Figure 4: Molecular dynamics simulation model (a) Geometry of multi-tip tool 

(b) Nanometric cutting model (c) Nanostructures fabrication 
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